In particular, D-dimension as a topological function from all metric spaces to the ordinals (^ -1), with an extra symbol, A, added, satisfies the following axioms: (We use the conventions that, for each 
I. (FINITE-DIMENSIONAL SPACES). // either D(X) or Ind (X) is finite, then D{X) = Ind (X).

II. (LOCAL PROPERTY). D(X) = 1. u.b. {D P (X) | p e X}, where D P (X) = minimum {D(N) \ N a neighborhood of p in X}.
III. If F is a closed subset of the space X, then D(X) D (X -F) + D(F).
IV. (MONOTONE). If Y is a subspace of X, then D(Y) ^ D(X). V. // there is a point xeX, such that D λ (X) = D(X), then D(X x /) = D(X) + 1. (/ = the unit interval.) VI. (SUM THEOREM). If A and B are closed subsets of X, then D(AϋB) = maximum {D(A), D(B)}. VII. If A is a nonempty closed subset of X and j is a limit ordinal, such that each open set that intersects A contains, for each β < 7, a closed (in X) subset of X -A with D-dimension 2^/3, then D(X) ^ 7 + minimum {D(A), ω}.
It is shown that Axioms I, II, III, IV, VII characterize D-dimension, and that Axioms I-VI "essentially force" VII. In addition, the following properties are demonstrated: Smirnov, [9] , such that Ind (Q a ) = a.
VIII. (PRODUCT THEOREM). D(X X Y) £ D(X) φ D(Y).
IX. For each ordinal a, there is a space Q a such that D(Q a ) = a. For countable ordinals, these are the compact metric spaces constructed by
X. Cardinal (D(X)) ^ weight (X), if D(X) Φ A. (The weight (X) is the least cardinal which is the cardinal of a basis for the open sets of X.)
With the exception of Axioms I and X, none of these properties are known to be satisfied by Ind.
A second paper will investigate the relation between D-dimension and compactifications. !• Preliminaries. All spaces mentioned in this paper will be assumed to be metrizable spaces.
DEFINITION (λ(α) AND n(a)).
For each ordinal α, let λ(α) be the largest limit ordinal which is <a, and let n(a) be the finite ordinal such that a = X(a) + n{a). We define λ(z/) = A and n(A) = 0.
DEFINITION. (D(X)). Define D(0) = -1. For a nonempty space, X, D(X)
is defined to be the smallest ordinal number β, if any exist, such that X -(J {A a | 0 ^ a <; 7}, where (a) each A a is a closed finite-dimensional (Ind) subset of X; (b) for each δ, \J {A a \ 8 ^ a ^ 7} is closed in X; (c) λ(/9) = 7 and n(β) = Ind (A r ), if A r = 0 then define n(β) = 0; and (d) for each xeX, there is a largest <5, such that xeA δ . If no such β exists then we set D(X) equal to the symbol Δ. If (a), (b), and (c) are satisfied then we will say that X = U {A a \ 0 ^ a ^ 7} is a β-D-representation of X. Also, we shall agree to let λ + ( -1) = λ, whenever λ is a limit ordinal, so that we can say that the above representation is a (7 + Ind (^4 / ))-D-representation. Proof. If D(X) = n is finite then X has an w-D-representation, X = U {A* I 0 ^ a ^ 7}, with n = 7 + Ind (A 7 ). Therefore, 7 must be equal to zero, and thus D{X) = n = Ind (A o ) = Ind (X). If Ind (X) = n is finite, then X = X is an w-D-representation and therefore D(X) ^ n. Thus D(X) is finite and, by the previous argument, D(X) -Ind (X).
2 Sum Theorems* Before proving the two Sum Theorems we prove
Proof. Let X = (J {β α | 0 ^ α ^ 7} be any /3-D-representation of X. We shall define, inductively, a one-to-one increasing function /: {a I 0 ^ α ^ 7} ••••> {«: | 0 ^ α: ^ 7} so that, for each a < 7, (a) /(α) = a + (a finite positive ordinal), and (b) Ind (j? α ) ^ w(/(α:)). Define /(T) = 7 and /(0) = Max {0, Ind (B o )}. Assume, inductively, that f(δ) has been defined for all δ < a < 7. Then define
It is easy to check that (a) and (b) are satisfied.
Define A a = B λ , if a = /(λ); otherwise, define A α = 0. It can be verified that X = (J {A α | 0 ^ α: ^ 7} is a /^-^-representation and that Ind(A α ) = -1 < n(a) or Ind(A α ) = Inά (B f -i ia) ).
The latter is ^w(α) by (b) above. Proof. Let ^ be the locally finite collection of closed subsets, and, for each C e <gf, let C -U {C a \ 0 ^ a ^ τ(C)} be a (7 + Ind (C r ))-D-representation of C, such that (τ(C) + Ind (C r )) ^ /S. If 7(C) is less than δ = λ(/5), then define C α = -1, for τ(C) <a^δ.
Then, using Lemma 1, we may assume, without loss of generality, that Ύ(C) = δ and Ind (C β ) ^ n(β) and Ind (C α ) ^ n(a), for α: < 5. Define A a -U{C α |CG^}. By the Sum Theorem for metric spaces ( [7] , p. 17, Th. Π.l) Ind (A a ) ^ n(a), for a < δ, and m = Ind (A,) ^ π(/9). Thus X = U {A α I 0 <^ α: ^ δ} is a (δ + m)-D-representation of X, since the locally finite union of closed sets is closed, and since each point of X belongs to only finitely many C's. Therefore D(X) ^ δ + m ^ β. 
Proof. Let X-F = \J{A a \0^a^y} and F = be D(X -i* 
We now assume that δ ^ ω. Since, for each 0 ^ n < ω, 
For 0 ^ n < ω, define C r+W = B n U (A, -(0 w U J7 n )) .
For ω <L β <^ δ, define C r+1 3 = JS3. We shall finish the proof by showing that X = {C a \ 0 ^ α g 7 + δ} is a
For a < 7, C a is the finite union of closed, finite-dimensional subsets of X -N(F 9 l/n(a)); and, thus, C a is a closed finite-dimensional subset of X. For 7gα<7 + ω, C a is a subset of the union of two finite-dimensional subsets one of which is closed and thus C a is finitedimensional; C a is closed because it is a closed subset of A r U F which in turn is closed in X. For 7 + ω<^α^7 + <5, C a is clearly closed and finite-dimensional.
which is a closed subset of X. (We used here, and will use later, the fact that (X-F)f] f\{Q n U U n \m S n < ω} = V m C\ (X -F) . This is true because U n Π 0 B+1 and 0 n f] U n+ι are each empty; thus all the 'cross product' terms in the expansion of Π {0 re U U n | m S n ^ p} drop out and we are left with
which is clearly closed. If7 + ω<:j8<Ξ7 + δ, then U {C a I β ^ a £ 7 + δ} = U {B τ I σ ^ r ^ δ}, where /3 = 7 + σ .
Let i be a point of X. We must show that there is a largest a such that xeC n .
If x e F, then there is a largest /S such that xeB ? , and thus 7 + β is the largest ordinal such that xe C r+ β. If x&X -F, then there is a largest β such that x e A, 3 . Since F is closed, ϊel-(closure N(F, I/TO)), for all TO greater than some N, 0^N <n<ω. If β = 7, then, for some 7 5Ξ « < 7 + ft>, x e C a ; but xeU n and therefore a < 7 + n and thus a largest such a exists. If β < 7, then, for some λ(/3) ^ a < λ(/S) + ω, x e C a ; but a? g C Γ , for τ > Max {ft λ(/3) + iV} and therefore a largest such a exists.
This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
("0" denotes the "natural sum" of ordinal numbers. See [2] , page 80; and also [10] , § 3, where this sum is called the upper sum. We use the convention that AQ)A = AQ)a = a(£)A = A. It should be noted that the natural sum is commutative, and equals the usual sum for finite ordinals.)
Proof. If either D(X) = A or D(Y) = A, then the theorem holds; we therefore assume that D(X) Φ A and D(Y) Φ A.
Let
If (x, y) e X x ]Γ, then # e A^ and y e B δ , for some β and S, and thus (%,y)e C β ® δ . Therefore
We shall show in the next paragraph that this is a ^-representation. C a is closed and finite dimensional because the equation β φ δ = a has only finitely many solutions, β,δ, and because of the product theorem for finite dimensional spaces, [7] , Th.II.5. Let {ft, δ { 10 ^ i ^ n} be all the ordered pairs whose natural sum is β. Then is equal to the closed set,
because 0 is strictly increasing and, if τ © σ > ft then there is τ' ^ r and σ' ^ σ such that r'φd'^β (See [2] , pages 80 and 81.). If τ and tf are largest ordinals such that xeA τ and σeA σ , then, since 0 is strictly increasing, τ 0 σ is the largest ordinal such that
Theorems 6 and 7 are needed in the proof of the Product Theorem, Theorem 8.
, is said to be reduced, if, for every open set V c X, such that FflΛ is nonempty, it is true that 2)(closure (V)) *z 7. 
4* Local property* THEOREM 9. // D(X) equals A or is not a limit ordinal, then there is a point pe X each of whose neighborhoods has D-dimension equal to D(X). If D(X) is a limit ordinal, then, for each β < D(X), there is a point p(β) e X each of whose neighborhoods has D-dimension
Proof. Let X = \J {A a | 0 ^ a ^ 7} be a reduced Z>(X)-D-representation of X. First, assume that A r is not empty. Since A r is finitedimensional (and metrizable), there is a point peA r such that each neighborhood of p in A r has dimension equal Ind(A r ). (See [l] , pp. 103,108.) We can thus conclude, using the definition of 'reduced' and Theorems 1 and 7, that each neighborhood of p in X has D-dimension equal to D(X). Now suppose that A γ is empty, or D(X) = Δ, then D(X) is either Δ or a limit ordinal. Let β be any ordinal less than D(X). If the Theorem failed then each point of X would have a neighborhood of dimension <β. Thus, since X is paracompact, we could find a locally finite closed cover of X consisting of sets of Ddimension <β. (We need Theorem 1 here.) But in this case, Theorem 3 tells us that D(X) <£ β, which leads to a contradiction. Since X is a set and Δ is larger than all ordinal, there must be some peX each of whose neighborhoods has D-dimension equal to Δ, if D(X) = Δ.
5-Cardinal (D(X)).
THEOREM 10. For all spaces X, cardinal (D(X)) ^ weight (X), if D(X) Φ Δ.
Proof. The theorem is clearly true for finite-dimensional spaces. 
= cardinal (D(N(β))) ^ weight (iV(/S)) ^ weight (X) .
Thus the theorem is proven, if
If this is not the case, then X(a) must be an initial ordinal number, i.e., X(a) is the smallest ordinal whose cardinal is cardinal (λ(α)) Also, limit {2t(/5) | 0 ^ /3 < λ(α)}, if it is not equal to cardinal (λ(α)), must be the immediate predecessor to cardinal (λ(α)). But, then, according to [8] , p. 407, \(a) is a regular initial number and thus (see [8] , p. 406) {D(N(β)) I 0 ^ β < λ(α)} must have cardinal (λ(α)) distinct ordinals. Thus, since we could have picked the N(β) 9 8 to be members of a given basis for the open sets of X, we conclude that
6* Characterization of Zλ-dimension* In this section we will characterize D-dimension from among all those topological functions (i.e., functions which are invariants of topological type) from all metric spaces to the ordinals (;> -1) with A added. We show that any such function, E, which satisfies Axioms I, II, III, IV, and VII must be equal to D. Axioms I, II, III, IV are axioms which one would like a dimension function to satisfy. A justification of Axiom VII is contained in the next section.
I. (FINITE-DIMENSIONAL SPACES). If either E(X) or Ind (X) are finite, then E(X) = Ind(X). II. (LOCAL PROPERTY). E(X) = l.u.b. {E p (X)\peX}, where E P (X) = minimum {E(N) \ N a neighborhood of p in X).
III. If F is a closed subset of the space X, then E(X) <ί E(X -F) + E(F).
IV. (MONOTONE). If Y is a subspace of X, then E(Y) ^ E(X). VII. If A is a nonempty closed subset of X and j is a limit ordinal, such that each open set that intersects A contains, for each β < 7, a closed {in X) subset of X -A with E-dimension ^β, then E(X) 2> 7 + minimum {E(A), ω}.
That D satisfies Axioms I, II, III, IV follows easily from Theorems 1, 9, 4, 2, respectively. That Axiom VII is satisfied by D follows from Theorem 7 and Lemma 1, below.
The proof that these axioms characterize D is broken up into several parts in order to indicate where the different axioms are needed in the proof. LEMMA 
// D(X) < A, then X contains n-dimensional closed subsets, for each finite n ^ D(X).
Proof, (by transfinite induction on D(X)). The lemma follows from the definition of "Ind" if D(X) < ω; therefore we can assume that D(X) ^ω. Let X = U{A a 10 ^ a ^ 7} be a Z>(X)-D-representation of X. D(X -A r ) ^ 7, because X -A r has a 7-D-representation; but then Theorem 4 requires that D(X -A r ) -7. Let β be an ordinal such that n ^ β < 7, then by Theorem 9 there is a point p e X -A r each of whose neighborhoods has D-dimension ;>/3. For some δ < 7, peAβ -[j {A a I 8 < a <; 7} because of the definition of D-representation.
Therefore p has a neighborhood, N, whose closure (in X) is contained in A δ -U {A a I δ < a ^ 7} and therefore n<>β£ D(closure N) ^ δ < 7. The lemma now follows by induction. THEOREM 
// the function E satisfies Axioms I, II, and III, then, for all spaces X, E(X) ^ D(X).
Proof, (by transfinite induction on D(X)). If D{X) or E{X) is finite then the theorem follows from Axiom I. Now, assume that the theorem is true for all spaces of D-dimension less than a, and let X be a space such that D(X) = a. We may assume that ω <: a < A because otherwise there would be nothing to prove. Let X -U {A a I 0 <^ a <^ 7} be a jD(X)-D-representation of X. Each point of X -A-( has a neighborhood whose closure has D-dimension < 7 (see the proof of Lemma 1); thus, by the induction hypothesis, every point of X -A r has a neighborhood whose closure has E'-dimension < 7. Therefore, by Axiom II, E( X -A r ) ^ 7. By Axiom III. for some δ < 7. Therefore, combining with Theorem 9, we can conclude that, for each β < 7 and for each F as above, there is point peV -A r such that 7 > DpiF) Ξ> β. By Axiom IV and the induction hypothesis, the closure of each neighborhood of p has jE-dimension /5. Thus Axiom VII easily applies and we obtain
E(X) £ E(X -A r ) + E(A r ) ^ 7 + Ind (A 7 ) = D(X) . THEOREM 12. // the function E satisfies Axioms I, III, IV, and VII, and if D(X) Φ A, then E{X) ^ D(X).
Proof, (by transfinite induction on D(X)). Since D(X) Φ
E(X) ^ 7 + E(A r ) = 7 + Ind (A r ) -D(X) .
LEMMA 2. // the function E satisfies Axioms I and VII α^ώ i/ X is an infinite-dimensional space which does not contain closed subsets of each finite dimension, then E(X) = A.
Proof. (In [3] there is given an example of such a space X.) Suppose inductively that E(Y) ^ β, for all β < a, and for each infinite-dimensional space, Y, which does not contain closed subsets of each finite dimension. Note that closed infinite-dimensional subsets of such spaces have the same property. Let X be one of these spaces, then X must contain a closed infinite-dimensional subset, A, such that each open set intersecting A must contain an infinite-dimensional closed (in X) subset of X -A. (For instance, A could be an nowhere dense, infinite-dimensional closed subset of {x e X \ x has an infinite-dimensional neighborhood}.) But then by Axiom VII, The proof is immediate from Theorems 11,12, and 13. 7* Justification of Axiom VII. Axiom VII is on the surface quite unsatisfactory because there seems to be no obvious reason why one should require a dimension function to satisfy it. This section will give the reasons why the author is convinced that Axiom VII must be required of any satisfactory dimension function which, in addition to satisfying Axioms I-IV, also satisfies. 
If a is an uncountable limit ordinal, then define Q a to be the union of a point p and the discrete union of all Q β , 0 ^ β < a. Also define (This is essentially the same as the example given by B. T. Levsenko, [5] , p. 258.) Let X be a space which is the disjoint union of a closed 1-dimensional set A and the members of a collection of closed sets, j^~, such that each open set which intersects A must contain, for each n < ύ), a member of jβf of dimension equal to n. Even if X is compact it seems very unlikely that Axioms I-VI will, in general, determine the dimension of X. Also, it seems clear that any satisfactory dimension would have to assign the same dimension to X as it does to D ω+ι (which has the same structure as X), for if it didn't it would be a dimension theory that distinguished between the dimensional-properties of I n and an ^-dimensional space. Thus, Axiom VII follows from The author wishes to thank the referee for suggestions which have improved the presentation in this paper.
